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Erickson of Fresno.
The vote of the
judges was 2-1 in favor of the boys
from
The
Oregon.
University of
Washington, upholding the affirma-'
tive
of the
closed
shop question
against Sanford’s negative at Seattle, won a unanimous decision over
the team from the south.
In characterizing the debate held in
Villard hall, Professor R. W. Prescott,
j
who has charge of all debaters at
Oregon, said that Oregon did not have
the debate won until the final rebuttal.
Washington Delivery Better*
Throughout the whole debate both
sides had worked up to within a foot
of each other’s argument but some
said Professor Prescott, both
way,
sides seemed to avoid the clash. The
team representing Washington had
Oregon beaten on delivery, was the
opinion of Professor Prescott.
Oregon paved her way to victory in
the south against Stanford by showing that closed shop would give labor
a monopoly and a potential weapon
over non-union men, employer and the
general public; a weapon never to
be given any group of laborers, unless
it should be used to secure justice,
or unless at the same time the group
can be trusted to use it with mederaion.
Information was received from Palo
Alto through there distinct sources,
including Stanford’s debate manager,
confirming Oregon’s victory at Stanford by a 2-1 vote of the judges. Reports published in the morning papers were erroneous in announcing
Stanford as the winner.
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great deal to each one of us if we
look hack on it as a time when
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the University so worth while.
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Learn to Knit

Expert Kodak Finishing, leave

Royal Society Package

Spring

Tilings
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The new Minerva Knitting Manual has over 100
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You’ve no idea of the satisfaction there is in working with these richly col-
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service through usage and laundering. Every package contains
the stamped article to be embroidered, either made up or
ready for making, and sufficient
floss to complete the embroid-
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ery. See the beautiful new finished pieces now on display.
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Baronette Satin $7.50 A Yard
New Spring fabrics of incomparable beauty and quality.
Such ricli
colorings and exquisite lustrous finish are seldom seen. This is an
extra quality, richly finished, shown in beautiful colors, including
Sapphire, Kingfisher, Alice, Navy, Old Hose, Copen, Doe, Taupe,
lUack and White.
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This
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remarkable
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considering the fact that most of
them have not even yet learned to
tire blank cartridges.
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and memories of those who are parting witli unviersity life forever.
Sometimes we feel that sentiment
plays a very small part in our lives
today, and yet if we deny it we deny
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Editorial Writers
Oregon is in favor of the millage tax
Adelaide Lake for the three higher educational inEarle Richardson
stitutions of the state, and passed
Stanley Eisman
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and sufficient funds for their'
Utah Wants to Debate O. A. C.
The University of Utah has offered
proper maintenance to better enable j
them to teach pure and unadulterated :o pay the cost of sending teams to
Americanism.”
Corvallis if O. A. C. will accept their !
lebate challenge.
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